
BIG IDEA: Israel was to follow the way of the _____________and NOT 

the way of the__________________. 

I. First, we see the ________________of the ways of the Nations (world, 

world system, cultures and societies) 

a. Egypt and Canaan are merely ___________________ 

b. All the Nations ________ themselves up against _______. 

c. God’s greatest ___________are the ones the Nations 

________________ most. 

II. The way of the Lord provides _____________________. 

a. The Lord ____________________ identifies the danger. 

b. Sin _____________________ more than it can deliver and 

_____________________ more than it advertises. 

c. This is the real cost of sexual sin. It cost________________. 

 

III. Let’s bring this home and apply it to us, here and now. 

a. The Nations are still a _____________to the people of God 

b. But God’s way still________________________ safety 
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I. Warning against following the nations  (a call to holiness) 

a. Introduction: Follow the LORD, not the nations, for the 

way of the Lord leads to life. (18:1-5)  

b. Specific danger zones (18:6-23) 

i. False Sexual practices (vv. 6-20) 

ii. False Worship (v. 21) 

iii. False Sexual practices (vv. 22, 23) 

c. Conclusion: Follow the LORD, not the nations, for the 

way of the Nations leads to death. (18:24-30) 

II. Two Ways to Live (18:24-30) 

a. DO NOT FOLLOW THE NATIONS 

i. The Nations have become unclean 

ii. Making the land unclean 

iii. Bringing the wrath of God against them 

iv. AND causing the land to “vomit” them out 

b. FOLLOW THE WAYS OF THE LORD 

i. The Nations did all the abominations (becoming 

unclean) 

ii. Making the land unclean 

iii. If you do the same, the land will “vomit” you 

out 

iv. JUST as the land “vomited” them out 

c. If a person does them (the abominations), he shall 

die by them. (v. 29) 

i. (Meant to recall verse 5, “If a person does them, 

he shall live by them.”) 

SO, follow THE WAY OF THE LORD, and not THE WAY OF THE 

NATIONS 
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